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We have studied defect-related luminescence in GaN: the yellow luminescence (YL) of n-type GaN, and the blue luminescence (BL) of Mg-doped p-type GaN. In our investigations, the technique of selective excitation has been employed. We have found that the selectively-excited YL reveals finer structures, whose characteristics are best explained by recombination occurring at donor-acceptor pair (DAP) complexes. Characteristics of the DAP complexes within our YL model include an electron localization energy of 60-70 meV, a localized phonon energy of 40 meV, and excited states of the complex at 200 and 370 meV above the ground state. In the selectively-excited BL, no finer structures were seen, but the peak position changed in an unusual way. We have found that our results may best be explained by emission from DAPs, with significant effects produced by doping-related potential fluctuations and disorder.
Characteristics of the BL emission within our model include an Urbach tail in the absorption, a strong electron-LO phonon coupling which produces a Frank-Condon shift between excitation and emission, a mobility gap at 2.8 eV separating highly mobile states from highly localized states, and a blue-shift in the emission for excitation energies larger than 2.8 eV which occurs due to the increased number of photo-excited free carriers in the material at higher excitation energies.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

This dissertation is divided into four sections. Chapter 1, the introduction, deals with some properties of doped and undoped gallium nitride (GaN), and the motivations behind my particular research. Chapter 2 deals with experiments performed to selectively excite the “yellow luminescence” of $n$-type GaN, and includes some background information on the technique of selective excitation. Chapter 3 describes the selective excitation of the “blue luminescence” of $p$-type GaN, and includes some additional detail on the theory of highly doped semiconductors. Chapter 4 provides a summary of the conclusions arrived through the experimental research and analysis.

1.1 General Properties of Gallium Nitride

GaN is a wide band gap ($E_g = 3.5$ eV at low temperature) III-V semiconductor with a direct gap, the combination of which makes it a very desirable material for a number of optical applications such as light emitting diodes (LEDs) and laser diodes. In addition, the wide range of band gap energies available through its alloys with indium (GaInN) (~ 2-3.5 eV) and aluminum (AlGaN) (~ 3.5-6 eV) make the material even more technologically promising. GaN normally crystallizes in the hexagonal wurtzite structure (see Figure 1-1), with lattice parameters of $a = 3.189$ Å (in-plane) and $c = 5.186$ Å (out-of-plane) [1]. Under certain conditions, GaN can be made to form in the cubic zinc-blende structure. The electronic band structure and phonon dispersion have been measured and calculated by many groups, and some representative graphs for hexagonal
GaN [2, 3] are presented in Figures 1-2 and 1-3. All of the experimental data to be discussed in this work will involve hexagonal GaN.

1.1.1 A Brief History

A short historical description of some of the major events in the history of research on GaN is presented here. The interested reader may wish to refer to other sources (for example [4,5,6,7]) for a more complete description.

GaN crystals, in powder form, were first produced in 1932, by the reaction of ammonia gas and metallic gallium at high temperatures (900-1000°C) [8]. A breakthrough in GaN research occurred when epitaxial GaN was first produced, via hydride vapor phase epitaxy (HVPE), in 1969 [9]. In that report, the researchers noted the high carrier concentrations \( n = 1-5 \times 10^{19} \, \text{cm}^{-3} \) in their samples) in nominally undoped material, and the difficulty of achieving \( p \)-type material, both of which are important and will be discussed later in this introduction. The HVPE GaN film was grown on a sapphire substrate, which remains a popular choice today despite a 16% lattice mismatch between the two materials [4]. GaN grown on sapphire always has wurtzite structure, using the hexagonal sapphire as a template for growth. In the 1970s, the first light-emitting device was produced, an m-i-n structure [10]. However, the lack of a suitable lattice-matched substrate and the lack of a \( p \)-type dopant hindered progress for nearly two decades.

The lack of a suitable substrate bears further elaboration, since it plays a large role in many GaN characteristics. As mentioned, sapphire is one commonly used substrate, even with its large lattice mismatch. Such a large lattice mismatch is expected to produce numerous defects, especially dislocations, which typically affect luminescent efficiency.
very adversely. It is notable, however, that GaN does not seem to suffer from this problem as much as other materials [11] (see Fig. 1-4). Another major breakthrough in GaN research occurred in 1986 when it was discovered that growing a low temperature “buffer layer” of AlN [12], or later GaN [13], in between the sapphire and the main GaN film greatly reduced formation of defects. GaN growth in both of those cases was obtained through metalorganic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD). Some more recent efforts to reduce the amount of defects in GaN even further include (a) using substrates made from SiC [14], spinel (MgAl$_2$O$_4$) [15], or other materials (which may have a more closely matched lattice constant), (b) using the technique of lateral epitaxial overgrowth [16], and (c) growing bulk (non-epitaxial) samples under high pressure [17].

Two other major breakthroughs occurred in 1989 and 1992 when $p$-type GaN was obtained in Mg-doped material—first (in 1989) by low energy electron beam treatment [18] and then (in 1992) by high temperature annealing in a hydrogen free environment [19]. The barrier to formation of p-type material was discovered to have been passivation of the Mg acceptors by hydrogen [20]. Starting with these breakthroughs, technological progress was rapidly made, including the production of high brightness blue LEDs [21], and culminating in the first nitride-based blue laser diode [22], both of which used GaInN as the active layer.

1.1.2 Shallow Donors

As mentioned above, nominally undoped GaN has a large $n$-type background [9]. Due to the large value of $n$, the responsible donor was initially thought to be a native defect, possibly a nitrogen vacancy (V$_N$) [23]. The dominant shallow donor in bulk
samples was found to have a resonant state in the conduction band (CB), which can be seen via application of high pressure (~20 GPa) [24]. This, combined with theoretical studies showing that $V_N$ should produce a resonant state in the CB [25], added credibility to $V_N$'s identification as the donor. However, more recent experimental [26,27] and theoretical [28,29] studies have disproven the $V_N$ hypothesis, and have shown that the shallow donor is due to either unintentional silicon (replacing N, $Si_N$) or oxygen (replacing nitrogen, $O_N$) donors, with only $O_N$ being found in bulk GaN samples. Thus, the oxygen donor (but not the silicon) forms the resonant state which is somewhat similar to the DX center of GaAs [30].

The electron effective mass in GaN has been measured using cyclotron resonance, and found to be $m^* = 0.22 \, m_0$ [31]. One may calculate an expected hydrogenic donor binding energy by using the static dielectric constant, $\varepsilon = 9.5$, [32], and the well-known formula:

$$E_d = 13.6 \, \text{eV} \left( \frac{m^*}{m_0} \right) \left( \frac{1}{\varepsilon^2} \right)$$

$$E_d = 33 \, \text{meV}$$

This compares well with the most recent theoretical and experimental values for the $Si_{Ga}$ and $O_N$ shallow donors, which give ionization energies of 30.8 and 32.4 meV for $Si_{Ga}$ and $O_N$ respectively [33].

Using the above values, one can also estimate the Bohr radius of the shallow donors:

$$a_d = 0.529 \, \text{Å} \left( \frac{m_0}{m^*} \right) \left( \varepsilon \right)$$

$$a_d = 23 \, \text{Å}$$
1.1.3 Shallow Acceptors

As mentioned above, the acceptor which has received most of the recent attention is Mg, due to the possibility of $p$-type doping, and the realization of such was indeed a major accomplishment. However, very high doping levels are required to reach a reasonable $p$-concentration; for example, typical values for Mg dopants of $[\text{Mg}] = 10^{19} - 10^{20} \text{ cm}^{-3}$ yield a free hole concentration at room temperature of around $p = 10^{17} - 10^{18} \text{ cm}^{-3}$ [34]. The Mg-acceptor binding energy from Hall effect measurements is 170-180 meV [34]. Early optical experiments indicate a binding energy of 190 meV [35]; however, the latest theoretical and experimental data for the binding energy of the $\text{Mg}_{Ga}$ acceptor indicate a value of 200-250 meV [36].

Using 200 meV as a reasonable estimate for the hydrogenic acceptor binding energy,

$$E_a = 13.6 \text{ eV} \left(\frac{m_h}{m_0}\right) \left(\frac{1}{\varepsilon^2}\right) = 200 \text{ meV}$$

and the same value for the dielectric constant as above, one finds an effective hole mass of:

$$m_h = \left(\frac{E_a}{13.6 \text{ eV}}\right) \left(\varepsilon^2\right) m_0 = 1.3 m_0$$

This is fairly close to one theoretical calculation ($m_h = 1.1 m_0$) [37], but not particularly close to any of the wide spread of experimental values (for example, $m_h = 0.54 m_0$ [38], $m_h = 0.8 m_0$ [39], up to $m_h = 2.2 m_0$ [40]). Using $m_h = 1.3 m_0$ for the hole mass, one may estimate the hole Bohr radius:

$$a_h = 0.529 \text{ Å} \left(\frac{m_0}{m_h}\right) (\varepsilon) = 4 \text{ Å}$$
1.1.4 Native Point Defects

Recent theoretical studies have shown that a high concentration of native point defects and defect complexes may be present in both $n$-type and $p$-type GaN. There have been numerous theoretical papers published on the subject, and many of them will be referenced later in this work. One study which bears mentioning now, however, is the 1994 study by Neugebauer and Van de Walle [41]. Figure 1-5 reproduces the defect formation energies from their calculations, which predict that vacancies will be the dominant native defects. Specifically, the gallium vacancy ($V_{Ga}$) has the lowest formation energy of any native defect in $n$-type GaN, and the nitrogen vacancy ($V_{N}$) has the lowest formation energy in $p$-type GaN.

1.2 Yellow Luminescence of $n$-type GaN

GaN has long been known to produce defect-related luminescence. In a classic paper, Pankove and Hutchby used ion-implantation to study photoluminescence (PL) of GaN with 35 different impurities [42]. They found that 23 of the ion-implanted samples displayed a broad PL peak in the yellow, centered around 2.15 eV. Since the 2.15 eV peak did not appear in the annealed non-implanted sample that they studied, they believed it to be implantation related. This yellow luminescence (YL) was also observed in some undoped samples by other groups, and in 1980 the first in-depth study trying to explain the mechanism of the YL was published by Ogino and Aoki [43].
1.2.1 Origin of YL: First Model

Since that 1980 study is referred to so often in the YL literature, it is worthwhile to examine some of its results and conclusions in more detail. Ogino and Aoki used two types of samples: microcrystals synthesized from a reaction between molten Ga and NH$_3$, and needle-like crystals grown at the same time via sublimation and recrystallization. They found that carbon doping increases the YL, and can even cause YL to appear in samples where YL would otherwise not be present. Temperature dependent results showed that the peak position decreased with T (but not decreasing as much as the band-gap), and that the peak width increased with T. The YL intensity decreased with temperature in an activated fashion, with an activation energy of 860 meV. Excitation intensity dependent results showed the peak position shifting slightly to higher energies with intensity. Lastly, by comparing photoluminescence excitation (PLE) spectra of a sample with the YL to a sample without the YL, they concluded that absorption which leads to YL has a characteristic band centered around 3.19 eV.

Ogino and Aoki interpreted their results as follows: the shift of the peak position with excitation intensity led them to believe a donor-acceptor pair (DAP) transition was involved. In a DAP recombination process, the energy of the emitted phonon ($\hbar \omega$) is given by: [44]

$$\hbar \omega = E_g - E_A - E_D + e^2/(\varepsilon R)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.3)

where $E_g$ is the energy gap, $E_D$ and $E_A$ are the donor and acceptor binding energies, $R$ is the distance between the donor and acceptor. The last term arises due to Coulomb interaction between the final (charged) states of the donor and acceptor. As excitation intensity increases and more electrons and holes are created, more carriers will be trapped.
at donors and acceptors, and the donors and acceptors involved in the recombination process will have a greater likelihood of being closer together. This produces a blue-shift in emission as excitation intensity is increased. However, Ogino and Aoki noted that the observed blue-shift is somewhat smaller than would be anticipated for a deep DAP transition, and postulate that the yellow band may contain contributions from conduction band (CB) to acceptor transitions as well. This could help explain their temperature results also, they noted, since one might expect a blue shift with temperature (not observed) in a transition involving a shallow donor because the electrons trapped on the shallow donors can be promoted to the CB as the temperature is raised. They pointed out that another factor to consider is the possible involvement of defect complexes; this could also help explain the smaller-than-anticipated shift with excitation intensity.

The 860 meV activation energy was interpreted as an acceptor binding energy, and they proposed that the donor involved was $V_N$ (which at the time was believed to be the dominant donor, as discussed above in section 1.1.2), having a binding energy of 25 meV. Using 2.64 eV as an estimate for the zero-phonon line (since it is the midpoint between the peaks of the absorption and emission bands), that indicates the Coulomb term is about 25 meV, which corresponds to a D-A separation distance of 50 Å, fairly consistent with the doping levels they used.

Ogino and Aoki also employ a configuration coordinate (CC) diagram to help explain their results, which is reproduced in Figure 1-6. In the CC model, the Stokes shift between absorption and emission is explained by a lattice distortion (represented in the x-axis) between ground and excited states. Electronic transitions occur without changing the configuration (i.e., vertical on the diagram), then a subsequent lattice relaxation
occurs in combination with emission of a number of phonons equal to $S$ (the Huang-Rhys factor, which in addition to representing the number of emitted phonons is also a measure of the electron-phonon coupling), thus changing the configuration until a new minimum is reached. The parameters from fitting the 4.2 K experimental data are $E_{ab} = 3.19$ eV (energy for the characteristic absorption band), $E_{em} = 2.13$ eV (energy of emission), $E_0 = 2.64$ eV (the zero phonon line), $\hbar \omega_e = 40$ meV (localized phonon of excited state) $\hbar \omega_g = 41$ meV (localized phonon of ground state), $S_{ab} = 13.4$ (Huang-Rhys factor of absorption process) and $S_{em} = 12.8$ (Huang-Rhys factor of emission process).

Ogino and Aoki concluded that their model fit all the experimental data fairly well, and thus the YL is from DAP recombination combined with CB-A recombination, where the donor is a shallow one, likely $V_N$, and the acceptor is a deep one, likely a complex related to carbon, such as $V_{Ga-C_N}$. So, to summarize, they propose the YL is mainly due to a (spatially distant) shallow donor-deep acceptor (SD-DA) transition.

1.2.2 Origin of YL: A Second Model

Glaser et al. proposed an alternate model for the YL in 1995, based on their optically detected magnetic resonance (ODMR) experiments [45]. They detected two resonance signals in the YL of GaN samples grown by MOCVD. One ODMR feature, with a $g$ value of 1.95 was assigned to electrons bound at hydrogenic donors, while a second feature, having a $g$ value of 1.99 was assigned to a deep donor (a deep donor rather than a deep acceptor, since acceptors typically have $g$ values above 2). No other ODMR features were seen, including any features from anticipated acceptors.
To account for the ODMR results, they proposed a two-step recombination process. (See Figure 1-7.) The first step, which produces the ODMR signal, is a spin dependent transition between a shallow donor and a deep donor located approximately 1 eV below the CB. The second step, which produces the YL but no ODMR signal, is between the deep donor and a shallow acceptor. To account for the lack of an acceptor resonance signal, they proposed that the deep donor is a double-donor, with a large fraction of the double-donors being singly occupied at the start of step 1, due to the high Fermi level in these $n$-type films. No ODMR signals arise from the second step, because the neutral deep-donor state is doubly occupied with its spins paired off, and is therefore not paramagnetic.

Citing SIMS measurements on their samples, which indicated that the YL increased proportionally with the amount of carbon in the sample, they proposed the shallow acceptor to possibly be $C_N$. No assignment was given the deep donor, although the presence of the same deep donor in many of their samples (in all of the nominally undoped samples, and in most of the doped samples) led them to believe that it was a native defect. To summarize then, the YL in their model comes from a deep donor-shallow acceptor (DD-SA) recombination. Independent ODMR experiments have confirmed Glaser et al.’s g-values, and provided additional evidence for a two-stage YL model. [46]. (The most compelling additional evidence was the observation of a sharp decrease in ODMR signal when using below band-gap excitation, which implies there is a way to excite the luminescence that does not involve the spin-dependent process—seemingly unexplainable unless the processes involving emission of light and magnetic-resonance effects are different.)
1.2.3 Origin of YL: Many Other Results and Models

A third possible YL model was given in 1992 by Tansley and Egan [47] through comparison of an early theoretical point defect electronic state energy calculation of the amphoteric nitrogen antisite defect (N\textsubscript{Ga}) [48] to experimentally known defect levels [49]. They proposed the YL came from a N\textsubscript{Ga}-valence band (VB) transition.

A fourth proposal, given in 1995 by Hofmann et al. [50], was that of a radiative transition between a shallow donor and a deep donor. Essentially, two time resolved measurements led them to that proposal. First, a time-resolved measurement of the peak position showed that the YL peak did not shift with time. In a DAP transition, conversely, one expects the peak to red-shift with time, since the higher energy portions of the luminescence peak arise from spatially closer DAPs (see Eq. 1.3) whose wavefunctions have more overlap and hence a larger radiative recombination rate [51]. (Note that a very similar effect, a separation-dependent recombination rate, causes the non-exponential time decay typically seen in DAP luminescence.) Thus, they did not believe the YL was from a DAP. Secondly, they fit the experimental YL intensity’s decrease with time (which was non-exponential) to the Thomas and Hopfield model [52], and found a better fit using the Bohr radius for the shallow donor than for the shallow acceptor. Thus, they believed that the luminescence did not arise from the 2-step process as described by Glaser et al. Also, they found the YL could still be seen at excitation energies (E\textsubscript{ex}) below the band gap, E\textsubscript{ex}=2.8 eV, which would be unlikely in Glaser et al.’s model. As with most groups, they believed intrinsic defects are most likely responsible, and indicated V\textsubscript{N} and or a gallium interstitial (Ga\textsubscript{i}) as possible candidates for the deep donor state.
Hoffman et al.’s proposal corresponded well with a high pressure study by Suski et al. [53], published shortly before the Hoffman model. The high pressure study found that the YL has a large linear shift with pressure (30 meV/GPa), which is close to the band gap shift (40 meV/GPa). The similarity in pressure dependence was cited as evidence that the YL involves electrons from either a shallow donor or conduction band, in a transition to a deep state (which could be either donor or acceptor). The linear increase of the YL peak position saturated at 2.8 eV when a pressure of 20 GPa was reached. Suski et al., hypothesized that the deep state may be a $N_{Ga}$ antisite defect. Note that these high pressure results are also consistent with the original SD-DA model of Ogino and Aoki.

Another important development was the application of more modern theoretical and computational methods to the YL problem. One of the most influential papers in this regard was by Neugebauer and Van de Walle in 1996 [54]. They disagreed with assignments of the deep state as a donor, since deep donors will have a very high formation energy in $n$-type material in which the YL is commonly found, and will therefore only be present in small quantities. Their calculations showed that $V_{Ga}$ is the only native point defect acceptor, and that it has a low formation energy in $n$-type material. Some other possibilities that had been suggested as candidates for the deep state, namely $V_{Ga-C_N}$ and $N_{Ga}$ were shown to be unlikely to form. However, a $V_{Ga-O_N}$ complex was found to have an even lower formation energy than the isolated $V_{Ga}$. Moreover, both $V_{Ga}$ and $V_{Ga-O_N}$ were found to have energy states about 1 eV above the VB, approximately where the DA in a SD-DA transition would be expected to lie. Lastly, they commented that involvement of a gallium vacancy or complex is consistent with
some other experimental results: (1) YL is stronger near extended defects [55], where formation of point defects may be enhanced, (2) YL is suppressed under Ga-rich conditions [56], in which Ga vacancies would be less likely to form, and (3) the YL can be created via ion implantation (as seen in the early work mentioned above) [42], a destructive process which would be expected to create vacancies.

Neugebauer and Van de Walle’s calculations were largely born out in a separate study by Mattila and Nieminen [29]. In fact, the case for the $V_{Ga}/V_{Ga}$-complex becomes even more compelling with the additional theoretical results. Mattila and Nieminen’s calculations were able to explain the saturation of the YL blue shift in the high pressure experiments mentioned above [53], predicting a maximum YL peak of around 3 eV due to the shallow donors (O and Si) transforming into deep donors. They also noted that the broad lineshape of the YL may arise from multiple factors: (1) a strong phonon coupling, as expected for a case where large lattice relaxations take place, (2) various DAP separation distances (e.g., inhomogeneous broadening from the Coulomb term), (3) variations in local environment due to trapping at dislocations, (4) possible participation of both Si and O donors, and (5) possible participation of multiple ionization levels of the deep acceptor.

A few other experiments are also worth mentioning. An experiment measuring vacancies via positron annihilation indicated a linear correlation between the concentration of $V_{Ga}$ and the intensity of the YL [57], consistent with a SD-DA transition with $V_{Ga}$ or a $V_{Ga}$ complex as the DA. An experiment involving photocapacitance and deep level transient spectroscopy (DLTS) concluded that the YL was related to a deep trap around 1 eV above the VB [58]. A Si-doping study found that the ratio of YL to
band edge PL intensity increases monotonically with Si-doping and that the YL may arise
from a complex involving $V_{\text{Ga}}$ and a Si-induced defect [59]. Two separate studies on Se-
doped GaN reached different conclusions despite the same observation that YL increases
with Se doping: one concluded that $V_{\text{Ga}}$-related deep acceptors are responsible [60], the
other that $N_{\text{Ga}}$ is the deep state [61]. Reddy et al. used persistent photoconductivity (PPC)
experiments in cubic and hexagonal GaN (where PPC and YL were both found in the $h$-
GaN but not in the $c$-GaN) to conclude that the YL was from a SD-DD transition, with
the DD possibly being a $N_{\text{Ga}}$-$\text{Ga}_i$ complex [62]. Kaufmann et al. found the YL peak to
shift with excitation intensity (similar to Ogino and Aoki), and that there was an
increased shift in more highly doped samples, signs of a distant DAP transition [63].
Lastly, Shalish et al., using contact potential difference (CPD) surface photovoltage
spectroscopy, concluded that the YL arises from a CB or SD-DA transition, with a
significant concentration of YL-related states coming from the sample’s surface [64].

Note that there does not seem to be one single model which fits all of the results.
For example, DAP models [29,41,43,45,46,57,59,60,63] leave unexplained why there
would be no time dependence in peak position as measured by Hofmann et al. [50].
Currently, SD-DA models seem to have the most support (from the theoretical work
[29,41], the pressure dependence [53], the positron annihilation experiment [57], etc.),
but they do not explain the ODMR [45,46]. (However, it should be noted that recent
observations of a GaN shallow acceptor having a $g$ value less than 2 have led Glaser to
suggest that the possibility of a deep acceptor being responsible for the ODMR peak
previously ascribed to a deep donor cannot be ruled out [65].)
Some of these discrepancies undoubtedly result from the large variations in the quality of the samples, the growth of samples through different methods, and the inhomogeneity produced by possible involvement of extended defects such as dislocations [55,64,66]. Also, the possibility that more than one mechanism contributes to the YL should not be neglected. It is clear that further investigation of the YL is still warranted.

To conclude this section, most but not all of the evidence supports a distant DAP recombination, most likely from a shallow donor to a deep acceptor. A summary table listing all relevant YL proposals is given in Table 1-1.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YL Model/Observations</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Type of Experiment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>CB/SD-DA</strong> (DA=V$_{Ga}$-C$_N$ complex)</td>
<td>Ogino &amp; Aoki, Dec 1980 [43]</td>
<td>C-doping, temperature and intensity dependence of PL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DD/DA-VB</strong> (DD/DA=N$_{Ga}$)</td>
<td>Tansley &amp; Egan, May 1992 [47]</td>
<td>Comparison of theory with experimental defect levels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DD/DA-VB</strong> (DD/DA=N$_{Ga}$), or possibly SD-DA</td>
<td>Shan et al., Jun 1995 [67]</td>
<td>High pressure PL, to 6GPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CB/SD-DD/DA</strong> (maybe DD=N$_{Ga}$)</td>
<td>Suski et al., Oct 1995 [53]</td>
<td>High pressure PL, to 25 GPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SD-DD</strong> (DD=V$_N$ or Ga$_i$)</td>
<td>Hofmann et al., Dec 1995 [50]</td>
<td>ODMR, time resolved PL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>from extended defects</td>
<td>Ponce et al., Jan 1996 [55]</td>
<td>Spatially resolved cathodoluminescence (CL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SD-DD/DA</strong></td>
<td>Calleja et al., Feb 1997 [58]</td>
<td>Photocapacitance &amp; DLTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SD-DD</strong> (DD=N$<em>{Ga}$ and Si$</em>{Ga}$, DA=V$_{Ga}$-O$_N$ complex)</td>
<td>Mattila &amp; Nieminen, Apr 1997 [29]</td>
<td>Theory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SD-DD</strong> (V$_{Ga}$-Si-induced defect complex)</td>
<td>Lee et al., Sep 1997 [59]</td>
<td>PL and XRD of Si-doped</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CB/SD-DA</strong> (DA=N$_{Ga}$)</td>
<td>Chen et al., Sept 1997 [61]</td>
<td>Photoconductivity and PL of Se-doped samples</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SD-DD</strong> (DD=N$_{Ga}$-Ga$_i$, complex)</td>
<td>Reddy et al., Jul 1998 [62]</td>
<td>PPC, hex &amp; cubic samples</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SD-DV</strong></td>
<td>Kaufmann et al., Feb 1999 [63]</td>
<td>Temperature dependence, power density dependence, [Si] &amp; [Mg] dependence, comparison between YL, BL, and “red luminescence”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CB/SD-DA</strong> (surface state)</td>
<td>Shalish et al., Apr 1999 [64]</td>
<td>CPD to measure surface work function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>complexes of extended defects and point defects</td>
<td>Li et al., May 1999 [66]</td>
<td>Spatially resolved PL of lateral overgrowth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SD-DA</strong> (SD = Si$_{Ga}$)</td>
<td>Kwon et al., Feb 2000 [69]</td>
<td>Time-resolved PL of Si-doped GaN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1.3 **Blue Luminescence of Mg-doped p-type GaN**

As mentioned above in section 1.1.1, p-type GaN was first grown successfully by Mg-doping combined with post-growth electron irradiation, in 1989 [18]. The first report of photoluminescence from p-type Mg-doped GaN appeared shortly thereafter [70]. Among other things, that study reported that at least three types of luminescences appear: (1) at low temperature (4 K), and lower doping levels ([Mg] \( \sim 2 \times 10^{19} \text{ cm}^{-3} \)), a narrow band at 3.27 eV is seen, (2) at low temperature in higher Mg-doped samples (e.g., [Mg] \( \sim 7 \times 10^{19} \text{ cm}^{-3} \)) a broad PL line appears, centered around 3.0 eV, and (3) at room temperature, in similar highly-doped samples (\( 5 \times 10^{19} \text{ cm}^{-3} < [\text{Mg}] < 2 \times 10^{20} \text{ cm}^{-3} \)) a broad emission at 2.7 eV was seen. It is this latter, deeper, emission that will be discussed here, and will be called the “blue luminescence” (BL) of heavily Mg-doped GaN. The broad emission seen at higher energies will be referred to as “violet luminescence” (VL). Note that the peak positions of the BL and VL often vary from the values reported in this initial study (with BL \( \sim 2.6 \text{ eV} - 3.0 \text{ eV} \), and VL \( \sim 3.0 \text{ eV} - 3.2 \text{ eV} \)). The origin of the BL in particular has been a source of confusion to researchers, much like the origin of YL in n-type GaN.

1.3.1 **Difference between BL and VL**

Investigation of the BL has been complicated by the presence of these three different luminescence bands. The 3.27 eV band has been observed by many other groups [35,71] and is not controversial, being a shallow donor - shallow acceptor transition, with a shallow substitutional impurity, Mg$_{Ga}$, as the acceptor. It is the relationship between the VL and the BL that has been problematical, in particular because of (a) overlap between
the two bands in some PL spectra, and (b) the assumption that they had the same defect origin, in many of the initial studies.

For example, perhaps the earliest detailed study of these PL bands was by Smith et al., in 1996 [72]. They measured the normal and time-dependent PL of two bands, one of which they called the “3.21 eV peak” and the other the “2.95 eV peak”. However, their temperature dependent PL spectra show the “2.95 eV peak” to appear at about 3.1 eV at 10 K, 2.95 eV at 150 K, and 2.6-2.7 eV (depending on excitation intensity) at 300 K. It seems most likely that for many temperatures they measured some combination of the BL and the VL, rather than a peak from just one origin. In contrast, another 1996 study observed a peak to shift continuously from 3.2 eV to 2.87 eV between 6 K and 300 K, but assigned their peak to a combination of two peaks from two different origins [73].

As just mentioned, some experiments seem to show the VL transform into the BL with increasing temperature. The same is also true of power density experiments. For example, Oh et al. saw a continuous shift of the peak from 2.85 eV to 3.2 eV as power density was changed from 0.01 W/cm² to 10 W/cm² [74].

Nevertheless, despite the confusion, many recent experiments seem to have established fairly conclusively that the BL and VL do have different origins [75, 76]. The BL is dominant over the VL at high temperatures and low power densities, and is mostly seen in highly doped samples. The VL likely arises from CB-SA transitions which are red-shifted and broadened by potential fluctuations (the effect of potential fluctuations is described in the next section). The origin of the BL, however, is still unresolved.
1.3.2 Potential Fluctuations

As mentioned in section 1.1.3, the concentration of holes in $p$-type GaN at room temperature is generally approximately two orders of magnitude less than the concentration of Mg impurities, even after high temperature annealing. This is partly due to the large (~ 200 meV) binding energy of the shallow Mg$_{Ga}$ acceptor, but not entirely. Other factors that could explain the lack of holes are (a) the Mg may still be partially passivated by hydrogen (as mentioned in section 1.1.1), (b) additional compensating donors may be present, or (c) both of the above. Götz et al., in secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) and Hall effect measurements of samples annealed at different temperatures found that in typical samples that display BL (which have annealing temperatures of 700-775°C), the total magnesium concentration is about $6 \times 10^{19}$ cm$^{-3}$, the shallow acceptor concentration is about $2 \times 10^{19}$ cm$^{-3}$, the compensating donor concentration is about $3 \times 10^{18}$ cm$^{-3}$, and (at room temperature) the hole concentration is about $10^{17}$ cm$^{-3}$ [77]. Therefore, most likely some Mg is still H-passivated, and some of it is compensated by donors. Additional evidence for compensation is provided by Eckey et al., who concluded from the basis of Raman measurements that highly doped samples are at the same time highly compensated [78].

The possible presence of strong compensation means that the conduction and valence bands may meander due to large potential fluctuations produced by the presence of ionized donors and acceptors. Two limiting cases of high compensation are considered in the theory of Shklovskii and Efros: a lightly doped sample [79], and a highly doped sample [80]. In both cases, potential fluctuations become important due to the high concentration of charged particles (which generate local electric fields) relative to the
electron screening. Consequently, a large modulation of electron density in space occurs. Shklovskii and Efros assumed $n$-type material for their theory, but all of their equations quoted below are applicable to $p$-type material, with appropriate substitutions.

Considering the lightly doped case first, we note that at high compensation the concentration of donors occupied by electrons is much lower than the total donor concentration. Therefore at low temperatures all electrons will be able to find donors whose energy levels are substantially lowered by the potential of charged neighboring impurities. As a consequence, the Fermi level is actually located below the isolated impurity level. Relative to the CB edge, the Fermi level is given by:

$$\mu = -\varepsilon_D/(2^{1/3}(1-K)^{1/3})$$  

where $\varepsilon_D$ is the normal donor binding energy and $K$ is the degree of compensation (the number of acceptors divided by the number of donors, $K = N_A/N_D$). This is illustrated in Figure 1.8 (a).

Potential fluctuations may be characterized by two quantities: a screening radius, $r_s$ and an average amplitude of potential variation, $\gamma$. The screening radius is defined as follows:

$$r_s = N_t^{1/3}/n^{2/3}$$  

where $N_t$ is the combined concentration of donors and acceptors, and $n$ is the concentration of donors occupied by electrons (i.e., $n = N_D-N_A$ at low temperature). Electrons screen fluctuations that occur on a size scale greater than $r_s$, whereas those less than $r_s$ remain unscreened. The potential variation is given by:

$$\gamma = (e^2 N_t^{2/3})/(\kappa n^{1/3})$$  

where $\kappa$ is the screening constant.
where \( e \) is the electronic charge and \( \kappa \) the dielectric constant. The effect of the long-range potential variation on the energy bands is illustrated in Figure 1.8 (b). Since electrons can move into the long-range potential wells, the Fermi level is further lowered from equation (1.4) approximately by \( \gamma \).

In the highly-doped case, the equations for \( r_s \) and \( \gamma \) remain the same (Eq. 1.5 and Eq 1.6), but the short-range structure of electronic states is different. Inside a well of size \( r_s \), there are other humps and wells of shorter scale. The width of these wells may be characterized by \( R_q \):

\[
R_q = a_D \left( N_t a_D^3 \right)^{-1/9}
\]

where \( a_D \) is the donor Bohr radius. In the case where the semiconductor is doped strongly enough to cause it to undergo an insulator-to-metallic transition, the electrons form droplets of size \( R_q \), as shown in Figure 1.9 (a).

If the semiconductor has not undergone a metallic transition, but is doped highly enough to produce the additional short-range fluctuations, a situation such as Figure 1.9 (b) may occur. Here, a red-shift of DAP emission occurs, as compared to the no-fluctuation case, as a result of spatially indirect transitions. In addition, even non-DAP emission can be modified. For example, a non-exponential PL decay and a red-shift of the PL peak with time are expected to occur, similar to the DAP case mentioned above in section 1.2.3, since each potential well resembles a single impurity center. Also, a blue-shift of the PL peak with increase in excitation intensity should occur, due to screening of the potential fluctuations from the increased number of carriers (although the effect in this case is similar to that of the DAP case mentioned in section 1.2.1, the cause is different).
The effects described above have been seen in a number of materials. For example, in highly compensated N-doped ZnSe epilayers, Bäume et al. reported a continuous blue-shift of the PL peak with increasing excitation density; the peak transformed from a structureless broad band to several well structured DAP bands. The authors attributed the transformation to the increased screening of the potential fluctuations (i.e., a flattening out of the bands in Figure 1.9 (b)) by photoexcited carriers [81]. In GaAs implanted with Mg, Be, and Cd, a red-shift in DAP emission with temperature was seen at low temperatures (opposite to the normal DAP temperature dependence), and was ascribed to an increase in the probability of carriers relaxing to the deeper potential wells produced by compensation [82]. A very similar result was seen in N-doped ZnSe [83].

1.3.3 Self-Compensation

One reason for concern about compensation is the possibility that Mg-doped GaN may be “self-compensated”. This is a phenomenon whereby the presence of one type of defect (which may be for example a shallow dopant) creates another type of defect (which is often a deep defect complex). Thus, doping with a shallow impurity may give rise to a luminescence peak much lower in energy than the band gap. This is well-known in II-VI compounds such as ZnS, where it has been called “self-activated” (SA) luminescence [84,85]. In those materials, there is evidence that the luminescence, which is well below the band-gap, involves a transition between a shallow donor and a distant acceptor complex. The complex, whose formation is induced by the presence of the shallow donors, is a group II vacancy adjacent to a second shallow donor, and is
sometimes called an “A-center”. The SA luminescence is typically a very broad and Gaussian band, just like the YL and BL of GaN.

The possibility of the formation of such self-induced defects in GaN is seen in the formation energies of native defects, Fig. 1-5. As shown in this figure, a nitrogen vacancy is most likely to form when the Fermi energy is near the VB (conversely a gallium vacancy is most likely to form when the Fermi energy is near the CB). As the material is doped \( p \)-type, the Fermi level is lowered towards the valence band, and nitrogen vacancies become more easily formed. Since nitrogen vacancies are deep donors, they compensate the \( p \)-type dopants. Neugebauer and Van de Walle showed that self compensation together with limitations imposed by the Mg-solubility (due to the formation of \( \text{Mg}_3\text{N}_2 \) precipitates), are the two most likely considerations limiting the free hole concentrations in GaN to around \( 10^{19} \) cm\(^{-3} \) [86] (although it should be mentioned that at least one experimental group does not believe that Mg solubility is an issue [74]).

Obloh \textit{et al.} have shown experimentally that self-compensation does occur in Mg-doped GaN [87]. They measured the hole density in a number of Mg-doped samples, and found that as Mg-doping was increased, the hole density reached a maximum at \([\text{Mg}] \sim 2-3 \times 10^{19} \) cm\(^{-3} \), and then decreased as more Mg was added. Coincident with the maximum in hole density is the rapid emergence of the BL peak, which dominates over the VL in samples with \([\text{Mg}] > 3 \times 10^{19} \) cm\(^{-3} \). Both observations are consistent with the formation of self-compensated defects, and in direct analogy with the SA luminescence, Obloh \textit{et al.} proposed that the induced defects may be \( \text{Mg}_{\text{Ga}}-\text{V}_N \) complexes, with the BL arising from a DAP transition between shallow \( \text{Mg}_{\text{Ga}} \) acceptors and deep \( \text{Mg}_{\text{Ga}}-\text{V}_N \) donors. (Supporting the assignment of the \( \text{Mg}_{\text{Ga}}-\text{V}_N \) complex as a donor, Van de Walle \textit{et al.}
al. have predicted that an isolated $V_N$ can act both as a single and as a triple donor, and have postulated the involvement of $V_N$ complexes as compensating donors [28].

### 1.3.4 Origin of BL

As just mentioned in section 1.3.3, one model for the BL is a DD-SA transition between $\text{Mg}_{Ga}$ shallow acceptors and $\text{Mg}_{Ga}$-$V_N$ deep donors [87]. However, that is not the only proposed model, nor was it the first suggested. As with the YL, there have been numerous suggestions as to the origin of the deep luminescence. Also like the YL, inter-sample variations and poor sample quality are undoubtedly part of the difficulty in understanding the BL, and it is only compounded by the problem in distinguishing between BL and VL.

Some experiments have already been mentioned in this work. For example, Smith et al., (who may have confused the BL and the VL) saw a nearly single exponential time dependence of BL intensity, with a decay constant of ~ 0.3 ns, leading them to believe it was not a DAP transition (where a non-exponential dependence would be expected, as mentioned in section 1.2.3) but rather a CB to impurity transition involving doping induced deep-level centers or complexes [72]. Oh et al., who performed the already-mentioned power density experiments on the BL and VL, also concluded that the emission was from CB-DA, with the conduction band and deep acceptor states being severely modified by potential fluctuations [74]. Eckey et al. similarly performed power density PL experiments [78]; however, they concluded that emission was from a DAP transition, (DD-SA in particular, to be consistent with the observation of deep donor
levels via DLTS [88]), and that the characteristics were not fully explained by the potential fluctuation model.

As discussed above, in section 1.3.2, DAP emission and non-DAP emission in the presence of potential fluctuations bear a number of similarities, and thus can be difficult to separate. In fact, distinguishing between the two was precisely one of the main topics addressed by Reschikov et al.’s 1999 paper [76]. In that work, which reported the excitation density dependence and temperature dependence of the PL for a number of differently doped samples, the authors concluded that potential fluctuations alone did explain the features of the VL (which is now accepted as a CB-SA transition red-shifted and broadened by the fluctuations, as mentioned in section 1.3.1), but did not explain all the features of the BL. Thus, they concluded that the BL must be due to DAPs (with potential fluctuations perhaps playing a secondary role). The main strength of their argument was that a red-shift of peak position vs. temperature was seen at high power density. The red-shift was not due to potential fluctuations, since it was reduced when the power density was reduced. One would expect a larger red shift at reduced power density if the shift was a result of potential fluctuation effects, since screening of fluctuations would be reduced due to decreased screening; hence this observation could only be explained by a standard DAP emission. Conversely, the red-shift of the VL did increase as power density was reduced, consistent with the potential fluctuation model. Based on the activation energy which they measured for the BL (300-400 meV), Reschikov et al. believed that the DAP transition responsible for the BL was DD-SA.

Seitz et al. performed time-resolved PL and found that the overall BL peak shifted to lower energies with time, as would be expected for a DAP transition. However, they
believed that the shift was not a progressive change in the peak position with time, but rather the result of a redistribution in intensity among four overlapping bands, each of which had a different exponential time decay and a peak position which did not shift with time [89]. This results disagreed with another time-dependent study, which found a non-exponential decay of the BL, and concluded that the BL was due to a DAP transition [69].

Kaufmann et al. did some extensive studies [75,90], from which they concluded that the BL occurs simultaneously with the VL for $[\text{Mg}] \sim 1-2 \times 10^{19} \text{ cm}^{-3}$, and that BL is seen alone for $[\text{Mg}] > 2 \times 10^{19} \text{ cm}^{-3}$. Based largely on comparisons with the SA luminescence in II-VI compounds (see section 1.3.3 and reference 87), these authors supported the spatially separate DD-SA recombination model, with the deep donor attributed to a self-compensated $\text{Mg}_{\text{Ga}}-\text{V}_\text{N}$ complex. This viewpoint has also been reinforced by theoretical work. In particular, Park and Chadi’s theory demonstrated that various charge states of $\text{V}_\text{N}$ and $\text{Mg}-\text{V}_\text{N}$ deep acceptors have formation energies as well as mid-gap energy levels which are consistent with the properties of the BL [91]. Their results are also in agreement with the theory of Van de Walle et al. [28], although another theoretical group has proposed that the BL is caused by a DD-VB transition, with the deep donor being a defect complex composed of a Mg interstitial ($\text{Mg}_i$) and a nitrogen vacancy whose formation is enhanced by hydrogenation [92].

Some recent experimental studies have provided further support for the DD-SA argument. Shahedipour et al., based on a study of the PL and the hole concentration dependence on the annealing temperature, concluded that a deep $\text{V}_\text{N}-\text{H}$ donor complex is responsible for the BL [93]. Suski et al. have performed high-pressure experiments which
indicate that the pressure dependence of the BL peak position is much smaller than that of the band-gap, and is thus unlikely to be associated with a CB or SD transition [94]. However, the ODMR studies by Glaser et al. suggest that most likely no deep donor is involved [45], and the similarity between ODMR of the BL and the VL have even led Glaser to speculate that the BL may be a SD-SA transition, severely a red-shifted by potential fluctuations (even more severely than the VL) [95].

So, to summarize, the deep defect (or defects) responsible for the BL is still very much debatable (assuming that a deep defect is indeed involved). Moreover, there has been no consensus as to whether the deep defect is a deep donor or a deep acceptor. Also in dispute is whether the transition is from DAPs, and whether potential fluctuations play a large role in its properties. A summary table listing all proposed models for the BL is given in Table 1-2. As with the YL, more research is warranted.
Table 1-2: Models of the Blue Luminescence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BL Model/Observations</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Type of Experiment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CB-DD/DA (DD/DA = Mg-related center, possibly a complex)</td>
<td>Smith et al., Apr 1996 [72]</td>
<td>Time-resolved PL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deep Mg complex</td>
<td>Myoung et al., Oct 1996 [73]</td>
<td>Temperature dependence of PL and CL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 different non-DAP emissions</td>
<td>Seitz et al., 1997 [89]</td>
<td>Time resolved PL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CB/SD-DA (DA = V_N or Mg-V_N complex)</td>
<td>Park &amp; Chadi, May 1997 [91]</td>
<td>Theory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CB/SD-DA (DA = V_N or V_N complex)</td>
<td>Van de Walle et al., 1997 [28]</td>
<td>Theory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CB-DA</td>
<td>Oh et al., Jan 1998 [74]</td>
<td>Power density dependence of PL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CB-DA (DA = Mg_Ga)</td>
<td>Viswanath et al., Feb 1998 [71]</td>
<td>Temperature dependence of PL for various doped samples</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DD-SA (DD = Mg_Ga-V_N complex, SA = Mg_Ga)</td>
<td>Kaufmann et al., Mar 1998 [75]</td>
<td>Power density dependence of PL for various doped samples</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DD-SA DD = Mg_Ga*V_N complex, SA = Mg_Ga)</td>
<td>Obloh et al., 1998 [87]</td>
<td>Power density dependence of PL, measurement of hole density vs. Mg concentration for numerous samples</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DD-SA (DD = Mg_Ga-V_N complex, SA = Mg_Ga)</td>
<td>Kaufmann et al., Feb 1999 [90]</td>
<td>Temperature dependence, power density dependence, [Si] &amp; [Mg] dependence, comparison between YL, BL, and “red luminescence”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD-DA (DA = Mg-related)</td>
<td>Sheu et al., Oct 1998 [96]</td>
<td>[Mg] dependence, power density dependence, temperature dependence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DD-SA</td>
<td>Eckey et al., Nov 1998 [78]</td>
<td>Power density dependence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DD-SA</td>
<td>Reschikov et al., May 1999 [76]</td>
<td>Many samples, power density dependence, temperature dependence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DD-VB (DD = Mg_r-V_N complex, possibly hydrogenated)</td>
<td>Lee &amp; Chang, Feb 1999 [92]</td>
<td>Theory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>probably no DD involved, possible SD-SA</td>
<td>Glaser, 2000 [95]</td>
<td>ODMR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DD-SA</td>
<td>Suski et al., 2000 [94]</td>
<td>Pressure dependence of BL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DD-SA (DD=(V_N-H)² complex)</td>
<td>Shahedipour &amp; Wessels, May 2000 [93]</td>
<td>PL of differently doped samples</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure Captions for Chapter 1

Fig. 1-1  Diagram of the wurtzite crystal structure. Reproduced from reference 97.

Fig. 1-2  Electronic band structure of GaN, calculated via the empirical pseudopotential method. Reproduced from reference 2.

Fig. 1-3  Phonon dispersion of GaN, calculated via a rigid-ion model fit of experimental neutron scattering data. Reproduced from reference 3.

Fig. 1-4  Dependence of LED efficiency on dislocation density for devices made with a wide range of III-V materials, reproduced from reference 11. Etch pit density (x-axis) refers to the density of dislocations measured at the surface. The GaN samples measured in reference 11 had a dislocation density of $2-10 \times 10^{10}$ cm$^{-2}$, yet still displayed efficient luminescence. The numbers next to the material names indicate references used in the original paper, from which normalized data were obtained by extrapolating to low dislocation densities.

Fig. 1-5  Defect formation energies as a function of the Fermi level for all native defects in GaN under nitrogen-rich conditions. $E_F = 0$ corresponds to the top of the valence band. Reproduced from reference 41.
Fig. 1-6  Configuration coordinate model of the YL, which explains the relation between the excitation and emission bands according to the model of Ogino and Aoki. The parameters from fitting the 4.2 K experimental data are $E_{ab} = 3.19$ eV, $E_{em} = 2.13$ eV, $E_0 = 2.64$ eV, $\hbar\omega_e = 40$ meV, $\hbar\omega_g = 41$ meV, $S_{ab} = 13.4$ and $S_{em} = 12.8$ (see text for description of those variables). Reproduced from reference 43.

Fig. 1-7  Model proposed to explain YL, based on ODMR results. YL proceeds through the arrows on the right, with step 1 being non-radiative, and step 2 being radiative and having an energy of 2.2 eV. Step 1 leads to magnetic resonance signals (see text) whereas step 2 does not. Reproduced from reference 45.

Fig. 1-8  The impurity band of lightly doped and highly compensated semiconductors. (a) Energy diagram neglecting the long-range potential fluctuations. The solid line shows the conduction band edge, the short dashes represent donor levels ($E_0$ is the average donor ionization energy), and the black dots represent electrons occupying these levels. The density of donor states is shown on the right, with occupied states shaded. Note that the Fermi level ($\mu$) is lowered from the peak in the density of states. (b) Energy diagram including the long-range potential fluctuations. Meandering lines, solid and dashed, represent the conduction band edge and the local peak of the donor level density of states respectively. The straight solid and dashed lines correspond to their unperturbed energies. The local density of donor states is indicated for one point in space by $g_{loc}$. The approximate peak-to-peak distance of the fluctuations is $r_s$, and the approximate
amplitude is $\gamma$ (as discussed in the text). Reproduced with modifications from reference 79.

**Fig. 1.9** (a) Diagram of the conduction band edge of a highly doped, highly compensated semiconductor. The upper solid straight line represents the CB edge in the absence of impurity potential. $R_q$ and $r_s$ are the short- and long-range potential fluctuation distances, respectively. The lower solid straight line shows the Fermi level. Regions occupied by electrons (electronic droplets) are shaded. The symbols $\varepsilon_1$ and $V_c$ are not discussed in this work. The valence band edge is expected to have similar fluctuations. Reproduced from reference 80. (b) Schematic representation of red-shifted, spatially indirect DAP transitions which arise due to strong potential fluctuations. Reproduced from reference 81.
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Chapter 2: Selective Excitation of the Yellow Luminescence of $n$-type GaN

(Some of these results on the YL have previously been reported elsewhere [98].)

2.1 Theory of Selective Excitation

One difficulty in studying luminescent bands such as the YL is the very large width, around 500 meV for the YL in most samples. The technique of selective excitation is a well-established method for resolving narrower structures within a broad (inhomogeneously-broadened) spectrum. In selective excitation, also called resonant excitation, the excitation energy is chosen such that it is resonant with a narrow range of the broad emission energy. An inhomogeneously broadened spectrum is narrowed in this way by selecting out a homogeneous subset of the total spectrum. This technique has been applied successfully to a variety of materials, including ZnSe [99], CdSe [100], porous Si [101], Ge microcrystals [102], and GaInN [103].

In DAP emission, for example, inhomogeneous broadening arises from the Coulomb term in Equation (1.3), since the excitation and emission energies of the DAPs depend on the donor-acceptor separation distance. In normal, above band-gap excitation, emission includes contributions from DAPs of many different separations, and is thus broadened. Emission at a particular energy represents a subset of pairs whose separation fulfills Equation (1.3). Excitation at that same particular energy (as opposed to above band-gap excitation) correspondingly excites only that same subset of DAPs.
If there is no transfer of charges among donors and acceptors, then most of the emission from a selectively-excited sample will be at the same energy as (and therefore not separable from) the excitation. However, emission energy can also be shifted from the excitation energy for at least two reasons: (a) if a DAP is photoexcited into a higher energy electronic state and followed by relaxation into the ground state prior to recombination, or (b) if a phonon is emitted during the excitation or recombination process. In case (a), emission will be shifted by the excited state energy, and in case (b), emission will be shifted by the phonon energy. This is represented schematically in Figure 2.1. Note that selectively excited PL is rather similar to Raman scattering, in that the emitted (or scattered) photon energy is shifted by a constant amount shift from the excitation photon energy. These cases have been observed in DAPs by Tews et al. (case A) [99], and by Yu and Hermann (case B) [100].

2.2 Experimental Setup

Our experiments of selectively exciting the YL were performed with a continuously tunable dye laser using the Coumarin 540 dye (with a tunable output between 2.1 and 2.35 eV). The dye laser was pumped by a high power, visible Ar$^+$-ion laser. The fluorescence from the dye was prevented from reaching the sample and detector by filtering the dye emission (including laser line) with a diffraction grating. Some discrete lines between 2.4 and 2.7 eV from a second visible Ar$^+$-ion laser were used to extend the excitation range. A UV HeCd laser (at 325 nm, 3.814 eV) was used to measure the normal (with above band-gap excitation) photoluminescence. The temperature of the samples was varied between 12 K - 300 K using a closed-cycle helium
refrigerator. The PL signal was analyzed with a SPEX double spectrometer and detected with a cooled GaAs photomultiplier tube (PMT) connected to a photon-counting system. A schematic diagram of the experimental setup is provided in Figure 2-2.

2.3 Samples

Two types of samples were investigated in this experiment. One sample is a 2.65 µm thick GaN film grown on sapphire by MOCVD. The film was heavily doped with Si donors (SiGa). The room temperature carrier concentration from Hall-effect measurements was $5 \times 10^{18}$ cm$^{-3}$. The sample was supplied by K. Uchida, from the Department of Communications and Systems, the University of Electro-Communications, in Tokyo, Japan.

The other two samples were bulk GaN samples, grown from the melt under high pressure. Details on their preparation have been reported elsewhere [104]. These were also heavily doped, although unintentionally, with oxygen donors (O$_N$), and had room temperature carrier concentrations of around $5 \times 10^{19}$ cm$^{-3}$. These samples were supplied by P. Perlin and I. Grzegory, from UNIPRESS, High Pressure Research Center of the Polish Academy of Sciences, in Warsaw, Poland.

Note that the shallow donor Bohr radius in GaN is approximately 23 Å, as discussed in section (1.1.2). The critical distance between shallow impurities ($r_0$) in order to achieve a Mott metallic transition is theoretically given by $\lambda \sim 3$, where $\lambda = r_0/a$ ($a =$ the impurity Bohr radius) [105], although experimentally lower values of $\lambda$ have been found (for example, $2 < \lambda < 2.5$ for Zn acceptors in GaP [106]). Therefore, one would expect the GaN metal-insulator transition to occur somewhere in the range of donor
concentrations between \(3 \times 10^{18} \text{ cm}^{-3}\) to \(1 \times 10^{19} \text{ cm}^{-3}\) (corresponding to \(\lambda=3\) and \(\lambda=2\), respectively).

Keeping that in mind, the bulk samples we investigated are certainly metallic, whereas the film sample may or may not be beyond the metallic transition. An experimental study on Si-doped GaN found that for room temperature electron concentration of \(n = 7 \times 10^{18} \text{ cm}^{-3}\), the sample investigated in that study was clearly above the metal-insulator transition, and for \(n = 1.6 \times 10^{18} \text{ cm}^{-3}\), a second sample was close to the transition [107]. It seems likely, then, that our Si-doped film sample is also metallic.

2.4 Experimental Results

The YL of all samples is very similar, when excited above the band-gap with the HeCd laser. The YL is strong, with a peak around 2.2 - 2.3 eV, and a width of about 400-500 meV. This is also typical of other YL reports in the literature.

However, when excited resonantly, below the band-gap, the PL spectrum changes dramatically. Figure 2-3 compares the luminescence spectrum at 12 K obtained with above band-gap excitation, with a typical below band-gap resonantly excited spectrum (in this case, the 2.541 eV line of an Ar\(^+\)-ion laser was used). Several narrower features are observed, each peak having a width of about 100 meV.

This narrowing of the broad YL peak is observed in all samples. By deconvoluting the spectra into a sum of different peaks, the emission energies have been determined as a function of excitation energy. The deconvoluted spectrum is compared with the experimental spectrum in Figure 2-4, for one particular excitation energy (\(E_{\text{ex}} =
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2.471 eV). A summary of all the peak positions obtained this way for many different excitation energies is shown in Figure 2-5. The film sample displayed a number of peaks (labeled “IF”) not seen in the bulk samples, which were due to interference fringes produced by Fabry-Perot interference within the GaN film. These IF peaks complicated the curve-fitting process slightly, but were easily separated from the true emission peaks since the IF peaks did not vary with $E_{ex}$.

The emission peaks whose energy changed with $E_{ex}$ did so in a manner such that their separation from the excitation energy was a constant for each peak. These narrower peaks are labeled A, B', B, B'', and C (peak C was not seen in the film sample). The energy shifts between emission and excitation for those peaks are 40, 170, 200, 240, and 370 meV, respectively (with uncertainties of $\pm 10$ meV).

The results from all three samples essentially agree within the experimental uncertainties. The exceptions are that the finer structures, B', and B'', are not as clearly resolved in one bulk sample as in the other. Also, in the second bulk sample (not shown in Figure 2-5), peak A has a slightly larger energy separation than in the other two samples ($50 \pm 10$ meV as compared to $40 \pm 10$ meV).

The temperature dependence of the selectively excited YL peaks was also measured, and the results for the second bulk sample are presented in Figure 2-6. The thermal quenching for temperatures above ~ 150 K is in contrast to YL excited above the band-gap, where only a small dependence on temperature in this range has been seen [68,90]. A significant broadening of peaks A, B, and C, also occurred as the temperature increased, so that the narrowed structures are difficult to discern at room temperature.
Figure 2-7 displays the thermal quenching in the form of an Arrhenius plot, where the integrated intensity in a logarithmic scale is plotted as a function of the inverse temperature. The linear fit to the high temperature (left side) side of the Arrhenius plot typically yields an activation energy, determined by the slope. A more precise fit, which uses the entire temperature range, has been made to the data (and is displayed as the broken curves in Fig. 2-7), using the following formula:

\[ I = \frac{I_0}{1 + B \cdot e^{-E_A/k_BT}} \]  

(2.1)

There are three adjustable parameters: \( I_0 \), \( E_A \), and \( B \). Equation (2.1) can be derived by assuming a simple 2-level model containing a lower energy state and an excited state. The rate of change in the population of the excited state (labeled “2”) can be expressed as:

\[ \frac{dN_2}{dt} = G - \frac{N_2}{\tau_{rad}} - \frac{N_2}{\tau_{nonrad}} \]  

(2.2)

where \( N_2 \) is the population of the upper state (assumed to be proportional to the emission intensity \( I \)), \( G \) is the excitation rate, and \( \tau_{rad} \) and \( \tau_{nonrad} \) are respectively the radiative and non-radiative times for relaxing back into the lower (ground) state. Equation (2.1) is obtained as the steady-state solution to Equation (2.2), (i.e. \( dN_2/dT = 0 \)) if we assume that \( G \) and \( \tau_{rad} \) do not depend on temperature but that \( \tau_{nonrad} \) has an activated temperature dependence given by:

\[ \frac{1}{\tau_{nonrad}} = A \cdot e^{-E_A/k_BT} \]  

(2.3)
Here, $E_A$ is the activation energy for an electron in level 2 to recombine non-radiatively and $A$ is the non-radiative recombination rate as $T$ goes to infinity. Thus, $I_0 = G \times \tau_{\text{rad}}$ and $B = A \times \tau_{\text{rad}}$ (i.e., $B$ is the ratio $\tau_{\text{rad}}$ to $\tau_{\text{nonrad}}(\infty)$).

The activation energies for the bulk sample obtained by fitting Fig. 2-7 in this way are 67, 57, and 73 meV (± 10 meV) for peaks A, B, and C, respectively.

### 2.5 Discussion

The similarity between results from bulk and film samples is a strong indication that similar defects are involved in their selectively excited emission. It is also a good indication that the film sample shares a metallic nature with the bulk samples. Moreover, the observations that these narrower peaks are only seen when excited in resonance with the YL, and that their intensity tends to decrease strongly as the excitation energy decreases below ~ 2.35 eV, suggest that these peaks are indeed related to the normal YL emission.

As mentioned above, in section 1.2, the most common view of the YL today is that it comes from a SD-DA recombination, produced by spatially distant donors and acceptors. That seems inconsistent with our results for two reasons. (1) In metallic samples such as ours, there should be a large amount of free electrons which would be available to recombine with the photo-excited deep acceptors; thus YL would not narrow as we have seen it. (2) The thermal quenching would still be dependent primarily on the acceptor binding energy and the samples would display a much greater activation energy than we have seen. The impurity band formed by the donors will ensure there are always free electrons and neutral donors which can recombine with all photo-excited holes on
the acceptors, and if the YL were produced only by distant DAPs, the emission process would not necessarily involve the same donor as in the excitation process.

In order to explain our results, we propose an alternate model, in which the YL states that we are probing are localized DAP complexes. As discussed in section 1.2, many theoretical and experimental groups have proposed the involvement of donor-acceptor complexes in the DAP emission. Mostly the involvement of complexes has been in the context of comprising the deep donor/acceptor involved in a distant DAP process [29,43,54,62]. Nevertheless, some groups have proposed that the YL emission comes from localized DAP complexes, possibly involving extended defects, rather than distant DAPs [55,64,66]. We propose that such localized states are involved during selective excitation. However, additional contributions to the YL from distant DAPs may exist when excited above the band-gap; some possible reasons why these contributions may not affect YL when selectively-excited are discussed later in this work.

Within this model of localized DAP complexes, the inhomogeneous broadening which is narrowed by selective excitation does not arise from the Coulomb interaction. However, it is still necessary to assume that a large inhomogeneous broadening exists, resulting in a continuous or quasi-continuous density of states (DOS), since we are able to selectively excite the complexes over a large range of energies. This type of DOS could arise in a collection of complexes as a result of variations in the distance or arrangement between the donor and acceptor, or variations in their surroundings. Neugebauer and Van de Walle, for instance, point out that there may be a large inhomogeneous broadening of defect complexes since defect levels can be broadened and shifted when the complexes are located near extended defects [54].
The narrower structures observed under selective excitation still have a large line width of about 100 meV, which presumably results from homogeneous broadening. The origin of this broadening at low temperatures is most likely from the strong electron-phonon interaction which is often present in strongly localized defects. A homogeneous broadening of 100 meV contrasts with the assignment of at least one group, who suggested that the entire low temperature YL width (~500 meV) is due to electron-phonon interaction [63].

As discussed in section 2.1, the two typical ways of interpreting selectively-excited peaks shifted from the laser line are (a) photo-excitation into an excited state of the complex or (b) emission of a localized phonon. We attribute peak A to the latter process, since its energy shift of around 40 meV is a plausible local vibrational frequency for GaN. Moreover, the substitutional Si$_{Ga}$ and O$_{N}$ donors are both lighter than the host atoms they replace, and therefore can be expected to produce localized phonons known as “gap modes”, which would appear in the gap between the acoustic and optical phonon branches [108]. Indeed, 40 meV does lie in this gap [3], and is thus consistent with our assignment. On the other hand, the energy shifts of over 200 meV for peaks B and C are too high for phonon modes. However, these energies are still plausible for excited electronic states associated with a deep acceptor, and therefore peaks B and C are attributed to excited electronic states of the DAP complexes.

Our assignment of YL emission arising from DAP complexes is at variance with some of the other observed YL phenomena discussed in section 1.2, which indicate the involvement of distant DAPs. To account for the discrepancy, we propose that there may be multiple recombination channels which can contribute to the YL, such as distant
isolated donors and acceptors, distant isolated donors and acceptor complexes, localized donor-acceptor complexes, etc. The dominant channel may depend on many factors, such as (a) whether the YL is selectively excited (which tends to favor localized complexes), (b) whether excitation is above band-gap (distant DAP recombination becomes possible), (c) whether excitation is by high power-density light (may involve distant DAPs, free-to-bound, or transitions between complexes), etc. The possible recombination channels would also depend on the sample doping, temperature, and extended defects.

The existence of more than one recombination channel is a key to understanding why the thermal properties of the YL depend on the excitation method. For example, when a highly $n$-type GaN sample is strongly excited in the normal way, with above band-gap photons, the large concentration of free electrons tends to favor recombination via distant DAPs or free-to-bound transitions. This channel is not expected to be strongly temperature dependent. On the other hand, during resonant excitation, DAP complexes will be excited directly as discussed. Electrons can then be thermally excited out of these complexes. Once delocalized, these electrons will have higher probabilities for being annihilated non-radiatively, which process can lead to thermal quenching. Thus, within our model, the measured activation energies of ~ 60 - 70 meV represent the depth of traps localizing the electron in the complex. (We attribute this localization energy to an electron rather than a hole, since the holes are expected to be bound much more strongly than this to the deep acceptors.)

As a final point, we note that if Ogino and Aoki’s configuration coordinate model (discussed in section 1.2.1) were correct, we would expect to observe the same shift
between emission and excitation energies described in Figure 1-6. Since no such shift was observed, this may be an argument against the validity of their CC model for the YL.

### 2.6 Conclusion

We have been able to resolve finer structures within the broad YL of strongly n-type GaN, both in thin film and in bulk samples. The similarity between the two types of samples indicates that the YL in each has a similar source. Unlike normal YL, excited above the band-gap, selectively excited YL displays a strong thermal quenching. Our results suggest that selectively excited YL involves recombination at localized DAP complexes, while YL excited in other ways may possibly involve distant DAPs. Characteristics of the DAP complexes within our model include (a) an electron localization energy of around 60-70 meV, (b) a localized phonon energy of around 40 meV, and (c) excited states of the complex at 200 and 370 meV above the ground state.
Figure Captions for Chapter 2

**Fig. 2-1**  Schematic diagram of the shift between excitation and emission energies in the case of selective excitation of spatially distant DAPs. $E_{ex}$ is the excitation energy, $E_{em}$ is the emission energy, $R$ is the donor-acceptor separation distance, and the excited states of an acceptor are shown on the energy axis. Case (a) represents the shift between excitation and emission arising due to excitation into an excited state, case (b) represents the shift arising from emission of a localized phonon. Case (c) is normally excited DAP PL, with the emission broadened due to the dependence on $R$, according to Equation (1.3).

**Fig. 2-2**  Schematic diagram of the experimental setup for the selective excitation experiments.

**Fig. 2-3**  Comparison of the 12 K yellow luminescence of a bulk GaN sample between above band-gap excitation (solid curve) and selective excitation (broken curve).

**Fig. 2-4**  Examples of typical 12 K selectively-excited spectra in both (a) bulk and (b) film samples. The broken curves represent a deconvolution of the experimental (solid curve) spectrum into a sum of Lorentzians. The peaks labeled “IF” are caused by interference fringes and do not shift with the exciting laser energy; the other peaks (A, B, B', B", and C) all shift with the laser energy.
**Fig. 2-5** Summary of the emission peak energies observed in the 12 K selectively excited YL of (a) a bulk GaN sample, and (b) the GaN film. The horizontal dashed lines in (b) are due to interference effects. Excitation energies between 2.1 and 2.35 were achieved with the dye laser, and excitation energies between 2.4 and 2.7 were achieved with the Ar\(^+\)-ion laser. The energy differences between peaks A, B, and C, and the laser line are 40, 200, and 370 meV, respectively.

**Fig. 2-6** Temperature dependence of the selectively excited YL \((E_{\text{ex}} = 2.471 \text{ eV})\) of a GaN bulk sample, for various temperatures between 20 K (top spectrum) and 250 K (bottom spectrum).

**Fig. 2-7** Arrhenius plot of the integrated intensity for the three peaks: A, B, and C. By fitting the experimental points to Equation (2.1), activation energies of 65, 57, and 73 meV (± 10 meV) are obtained for peaks A, B, and C, respectively.
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Chapter 3: Selective Excitation of the Blue Luminescence of Mg-doped $p$-type GaN

As with the YL, the large width of the BL band has made it difficult to study the nature of the emission. We have therefore employed selective excitation, as in the case of the YL, to learn more about the BL emission.

3.1 Experimental Setup

The experimental setup is much like that of the YL experiment (described in section 2.2; see Figure 2-2). A different dye was used to resonantly excite the BL: Stilbene 420 (having a tunable output between 2.67 eV and 3 eV). This necessitated replacing the pump laser with a UV Ar$^+$-ion laser, which had 2.5 - 3.0 W of power spread across several UV lines. A diffraction grating was used, as in the YL experiment, to filter out the fluorescence from the dye. Again, the UV HeCd laser (at 325 nm, 3.814 eV) was used to measure the normal photoluminescence (with above band-gap excitation). The temperature control, spectrometer, and detector were also the same as in the YL experiment.

3.2 Sample

The results discussed below were based on experiments performed on one sample, the one from among several measured Mg-doped GaN samples which showed the highest level of BL signal. This sample was grown via MOCVD on a sapphire substrate. It was annealed at 750 °C for 4 minutes after growth. The sample is $p$-type, with a room
temperature carrier concentration of $2 \times 10^{17}$ cm$^{-3}$. In many respects (annealing temperature, carrier concentration, luminescence), this sample is very similar to those used by Götz et al. [77]. Using Götz et al.’s values for samples annealed at 700 and 775 °C as guidelines, it seems likely that our sample has the following characteristics: acceptor concentration $[A] \sim 2 \times 10^{19}$ cm$^{-3}$, and compensating donor concentration $[D] \sim 4 \times 10^{18}$ cm$^{-3}$. This is a compensation ratio of $K = 0.2$ (20%), which is similar to the value reported for Kaufmann et al.’s samples ($K = 0.3$) [63].

As mentioned in section 2.3, the Mott transition for shallow donors occurs in GaN for a shallow donor concentration of around $3-5 \times 10^{18}$ cm$^{-3}$. It seems likely then, that if shallow donors are responsible for the compensation, the sample will be near the metallic transition (provided the donors are in their neutral state, which may be the case under strong optical excitation).

Conversely, the Mott transition for shallow acceptors occurs at a much higher concentration of acceptors, due to the much smaller Bohr radius for acceptors. Using the value of 4 Å for the shallow acceptor Bohr radius, as discussed in section 1.1.3, and the arguments in section 2.3, one finds that the acceptor Mott transition should occur for acceptor concentrations around $1-5 \times 10^{21}$ cm$^{-3}$. Therefore, the acceptor levels are clearly below the Mott transition.

While the compensation ratio of $K = 0.2$ is significant, it does not put the sample into the regime of “highly compensated” as defined by Shklovskii and Efros, strictly speaking. However, to serve as approximate guides, the values of $r_s$ (screening radius), $\gamma$ (average fluctuation amplitude), and $R_q$ (short range well width) are calculated based on the room-temperature carrier concentration and the above estimated donor/acceptor
concentration values: $r_s = 80$ nm, $\gamma = 200$ meV, and $R_q = 2$ nm. Of course, photo-excitation and temperature variation can increase the carrier concentration (and hence screening) and correspondingly change these values.

### 3.3 Experimental Results

The “normal” BL of our sample, when excited above the band-gap by the HeCd laser, appears to be very similar to the BL of other samples reported in the literature, and is plotted in Figure 3-1. The BL is centered around 2.8 eV, and is about 300 meV wide. The small oscillations that modulate the envelope of the BL are (as in the YL film sample) the result of Fabry-Perot interference between the two surfaces of the GaN film.

Unlike the YL, the BL does not show a significant narrowing when excited selectively, and no fine structures are seen. A representative selectively excited spectrum is shown together with the normal BL in Figure 3-2. The peak remains relatively broad (having a width of ~ 200 meV), and is shifted in energy from the laser line as well as from the normal BL position. Oscillations from Fabry-Perot interference remain visible.

Figure 3-3 presents some representative selectively excited BL spectra, plotted in a semi-log plot as a function of the difference between the excitation and emission energies. In contrast to the YL (Figure 2-5), a simple dependence of peak position on excitation energy was not found. Instead, we observed a rather complicated dependence, characterized by two regimes: (1) For excitation energies less than 2.8 eV, a constant energy separation of about 180 meV ($\pm 10$ meV) between excitation and emission was found. This regime is reminiscent of the selectively-excited YL results. (2) For excitation energies greater than 2.8 eV, the BL peak position varied linearly with the excitation
energy, with a slope of about 0.57 (±.05). These results are plotted in Figure 3-4. Note that the y-axis in the figure is the energy difference, not the absolute position, so the slope on the graph for excitation energies greater than 2.8 eV is equal to -0.43 rather than 0.57.

In addition to the obvious shift in peak positions, another noticeable feature of Fig. 3-3 is the change in the BL intensity. As the excitation energy was decreased, so was the emission intensity. The integrated intensity of the selectively excited BL is plotted as a function of excitation energy in Figure 3-5. As shown by the straight line on this semi-log plot, the intensity \( I \) grows exponentially with increasing excitation photon energy \( E_{ex} \). A least squares fit reveals that \( I \sim \exp(E_{ex}/E_0) \), with \( E_0 = 33 \text{ meV (± 5 meV)} \).

The temperature dependence of the selectively-excited BL has also been investigated, and is presented in Figure 3-6 for one particular excitation energy, \( E_{ex} = 2.887 \text{ eV} \). The luminescence shows an activated thermal quenching. This can be depicted in an Arrhenius plot, similar to the one described in section 2.4. The plot, together with a fit to Equation (2.1) is given in Figure 3-7. The value of the activation energy obtained from the fit, is \( E^* = 22 \text{ meV (± 3 meV)} \). We have performed similar experiments with different excitation energies, and have found that this activation energy is fairly constant, with \( E^* = 22 ± 5 \text{ meV for } 2.8 \text{ eV} \leq E_{ex} \leq 3.0 \text{ eV} \).

This temperature dependence contrasts sharply with published values of the activation energy for thermal quenching of the BL, when excited by normal, above the band-gap photons. For example, Reschikov et al., found that the BL had an activation energy of 300 - 400 meV, with thermal quenching becoming significant only for temperatures above 250 K [76]. The large difference between activation energies obtained through resonant vs. above band-gap excitation is reminiscent of the YL
experiments discussed Chapter 2. However, it should perhaps be noted that at least one group has reported thermal quenching at much lower temperatures (a quenching of a factor of 50 in going from low T to 300 K) [96]. It is not clear, though, why the result of that group should differ so much with the results of two other groups, which reported a quenching beginning at much higher temperatures, and a total quenching of only a factor of 10 in going from low T to 300 K [63,76].

3.4 Discussion

There are essentially five pieces of experimental evidence which must be explained by a model for the selectively-excited BL. These are (1) the exponential dependence of BL intensity on excitation energy, (2) the behavior of the BL peak position for $E_{ex} < 2.8$ eV, (3) the change in peak position behavior around $E_{ex} = 2.8$ eV, (4) the behavior of the BL peak position for $E_{ex} > 2.8$, and (5) the thermal quenching of the BL. Those experimental results will be discussed in that order, in the following subsections. We find that our results can best be explained by a model which involves large potential fluctuations (as discussed in section 1.3.2) and a large amount of disorder produced by the high doping.

3.4.1 Band-Tailing

As noted in the section 3.3, the intensity ($I$) grows exponentially with the excitation energy ($E_{ex}$), $I \sim \exp(E_{ex}/E_0)$, with $E_0 \approx 33$ meV. This kind of exponential behavior is reminiscent of the “Urbach tail”, an exponentially increasing absorption edge near and below the band gap seen in many disordered materials [109]. The energy, $E_0$, is
known as the Urbach parameter. The Urbach tail is usually associated with an exponential density of states, induced by disorder which can be produced by doping or crystal defects. Sometimes the term “Lifshitz tail” is used to describe the more general case of a tail of states extending into the band gap due to defects or disorder (as opposed to the exponential absorption edge associated with the “Urbach tail”) [110]. Amorphous semiconductors, for example, are well-known to contain band tail states. Highly doped semiconductors, due to the disorder created by doping, often display properties similar to the amorphous materials. Since Mg-doped GaN is not only highly doped, but also self-compensated to some degree, the presence of a large band tail is not entirely unexpected. Correspondingly, we interpret the measured exponential dependence in the BL intensity to reflect the absorption coefficient, and hence is a measure of the band tail. If the absorption coefficient increases exponentially with photon energy, then as higher energy photons are used to selectively excite the BL, an exponentially greater number of them will be absorbed. Consequently, an exponentially larger luminescence will be measured. Based on this interpretation, our measured $E_0$ corresponds to the Urbach parameter, and is the width of tail states.

Observation of band tails in Mg-doped GaN has previously been reported by only two groups, as far as we know. Kang et al., for example, found a thermally induced blue-shift of the bound exciton peaks and concluded that the positions and intensities of exciton peaks are significantly affected by band-tailing produced by potential fluctuations in their Mg-doped samples [111]. Although their samples did not display the BL, they believed their samples were highly compensated. No numerical value of the band tail parameter was deduced in this experiment.
Secondly, Qiu et al. observed band-tails in $n$-type and $p$-type GaN through photoconductivity (PC) measurements [112]. Their results are quite interesting. They concluded from their PC measurements that the absorption coefficients in both $n$-type and $p$-type samples increase with excitation energy ($E_{ex}$) as $\exp(E_{ex}/E_0)$, when $E_{ex}$ is between 1.5 and 3.0 eV. This is very similar to our results. However, their value for $E_0$ was quite large: 180-220 meV for the Mg-doped $p$-type samples (with a nearly as large value for their nominally undoped $n$-type samples). They suggested that as Mg-doping is increased, the band-tailing shifts from being predominantly in the valence band (in $n$-type GaN) to predominantly in the conduction band (for $p$-type GaN). A narrower tail was measured in some samples (with $E_0 \approx 50$ meV) and the authors suggested that there may be two exponential band tails in all of their samples: a narrow one which is present in both CB and VB, and a broad one which for $p$-type GaN is only seen in the CB. The authors proposed that the sharper tail may be associated with the usual Urbach edge, as a result of perturbations of the band structure by potential fluctuations. The broader tail was tentatively attributed to “defect states”. We note that Chichibu et al. have reported a much smaller value for the Urbach parameter in nominally undoped GaN samples, with $E_0 \approx 6$-12 meV [113].

The large difference between our value for the band tail parameter in Mg-doped GaN ($E_0 \approx 33$ meV) and the value of Qiu et al. ($E_0 \approx 200$ meV) may arise from various factors. First, the samples themselves were different. Since they reported neither annealing temperature nor photoluminescence spectra of their two $p$-type samples, but only hole concentrations of $6 \times 10^{17}$ cm$^{-3}$ and $7 \times 10^{16}$ cm$^{-3}$, it is difficult to determine whether their films are similar in terms of acceptors and degree of compensation to our
film. Secondly, if the band tails as measured by Qiu et al. are applicable to our sample, it would appear that we are seeing the sharper tail only (their value of $E_0 \sim 50$ meV is not too different from our value of 33 meV). This would suggest that the BL originates from shallow donors and shallow acceptors which are modified by the large potential fluctuations rather than from deep defect levels.

### 3.4.2 Frank-Condon Shift and Electron-Phonon Coupling

As described in section 2.1, the normal behavior of an inhomogeneously broadened emission, when selectively excited, is for the peak position to change with the excitation energy, as in Raman scattering. This was observed for the YL, as reported in Chapter 2. The energy separation between the excitation and emission energies is then interpreted to correspond to either a phonon energy or an excited state energy of donors or acceptors. Conversely, in the case of non-resonant excitation, we do not expect the peak position to change with the excitation energy. Thus, the two typical dependences of the peak position on the excitation energy are either a constant peak position or a constant shift. However, that is not what we observe with the selectively excited BL. As noted in section 3.3, our results show two regimes: a constant shift of 180 meV for $E_{ex} < 2.8$ eV, and a linear dependence for $E_{ex} > 2.8$ eV. This section will discuss the behavior of the BL in the first regime, $E_{ex} < 2.8$ eV.

First, though, we point out that as discussed in section 2.5, when the YL was selectively excited, a much narrower line width was observed as compared to the above band-gap excited YL. This result led to the conclusion (different than Kaufmann et al. [63]) that most of the low temperature broadening observed in the YL is inhomogeneous
rather than homogeneous. The BL, in contrast, did not exhibit a large narrowing when selectively excited (in both regimes). This supports Kaufmann et al.’s interpretation of the low temperature BL width as being homogeneous, due to electron-phonon coupling [63].

Along with that interpretation, Kaufmann et al. also estimated the Frank-Condon shift of the BL to be 180 meV. A Frank-Condon shift (sometimes also called the Stokes shift) is typically the term given to describe the difference between absorption and emission in a configuration coordinate (CC) model [114], such as was described for the YL in section 1.2.1 (see Figure 1-6). It arises due to a difference in the local configuration of the atoms (possibly host atoms as well as impurities) in the ground and excited states of a defect center. Since the electronic transitions occur in a time scale much shorter than the physical rearrangement of the atomic configuration, optical transitions between ground and excited states take place in a different configuration for absorption as compared to emission. As shown in Figure 1-6, this can lead to an energy shift between absorption and emission.

If such a Frank-Condon shift is indeed present in a defect center, it should also be seen in the selective excitation spectra, provided the time for recombination is longer than the lattice relaxation time (and provided the carriers do not hop to different defect centers). Thus, the 180 meV peak shift we have seen for $E_{ex} < 2.8$ eV is consistent with the Frank-Condon shift as proposed by Kaufmann et al. We note that this value is approximately equal to two bulk LO phonons in GaN, and it suggests that the resonantly excited defects interact strongly with the bulk LO phonons.
3.4.3 Mobility Edge

Highly doped semiconductors have similarities with amorphous semiconductors, in that both materials contain a high degree of disorder. The existence of band tails (discussed in section 3.4.1), is one example of that similarity. The structural disorder in amorphous semiconductors is known to produce additional important effects on the transport properties, in the form of localization and the existence of a mobility edge. We will show that our selective excitation results can be explained by the presence of a similar mobility edge in our highly Mg-doped \( p \)-type GaN sample, presumably produced by the disorder inherent in the large amount of Mg doping.

The BL response in the \( E_{\text{ex}} > 2.8 \text{ eV} \) regime is actually quite unusual, in that the peak position does not follow either of the two typical behaviors. As discussed in sections 2.1 and 3.4.2, the two typical behaviors for emission are either a constant peak position, or a constant shift with excitation energy. The unusual behavior of the BL peak position in this regime is highlighted in Figure 3-4, where for \( E_{\text{ex}} > 2.8 \text{ eV} \) the two typical behaviors are plotted (labeled “PL” and “Raman” accordingly) in addition to the experimental data.

To interpret the behavior for \( E_{\text{ex}} > 2.8 \text{ eV} \), it is useful to understand a difference between Raman scattering and photoluminescence. When photons are used to excite Raman scattering, the photons couple mainly to electrons in the semiconductor, and the photon-phonon scattering is thus mediated by an electron-hole pair, which usually is virtual [115]. The scattering process occurs rapidly, and the electron-hole pair is unchanged by the process. In photoluminescence (PL), however, there must be excitation
of a real electron-hole pair. Relaxation of the electron and/or hole into a lower energy state may occur prior to recombination, in which case the energy lost in relaxation is equal to the difference between excitation and emission. Our results imply that for \( E_{\text{ex}} < 2.8 \) eV, no relaxation takes place before the LO-assisted radiative recombination, but for \( E_{\text{ex}} > 2.8 \) eV, the electron-hole pair states begin to lose energy in relaxation to lower band-tail states before recombination takes place.

Based on a DAP model, an electron and hole are photoexcited at particular donors and acceptors. After excitation, the electrons or holes may or may not “hop” to a different donor/acceptor with lower energy before recombination. Such hopping among defect states can give rise to a contribution to the total electrical conductivity known as “hopping conductivity” (i.e., tunneling from impurity center to impurity center). Hopping conductivity is well known to be important in highly doped materials [116]. Our results suggest that for \( E_{\text{ex}} < 2.8 \) eV, no hopping occurs (or that the hopping time compared to recombination time is long), but that for \( E_{\text{ex}} > 2.8 \) eV, hopping becomes more likely. In other words, there is a variation in the hopping time dependent on the energy of the involved donor and acceptor states, with a transition between short and long hopping times occurring at \( E_{\text{ex}} = 2.8 \) eV. This model is depicted schematically in Figure 3-8. Note that in this model, recombination for \( E_{\text{ex}} > 2.8 \) eV is PL-like, since the photoexcited carriers relax into lower energy states before recombination. The situation for \( E_{\text{ex}} < 2.8 \) eV, when the hopping or relaxation time is longer than the recombination time, means the emission is more Raman-like. We propose that the variation in hopping times is due to stronger localization of carriers for \( E_{\text{ex}} < 2.8 \) eV, and will discuss that below.
A transport time which depends on the energy of the carriers is precisely what occurs in amorphous semiconductors, and is known to give rise to a “mobility edge”. Amorphous semiconductors form localized states deep in the band-tail, but extended states in the higher energy part of the tail. There is a sudden change in transport properties between the higher and lower energy states. Since the density of states changes continuously with energy in the band-tail, the sudden change in transport properties arises from a sudden change in the mobilities, with the localized states having low mobilities and the extended states having higher mobilities. The energy where this sudden change occurs is called the “mobility edge”.

The mobility edge determines which carriers may contribute to the conduction. In hydrogenated amorphous silicon, for example, time-of-flight experiments from optically injected carriers have shown that charge transport can be described by a model in which the electrical conduction takes place only via carriers above the mobility edge. Carriers below the mobility edge cannot conduct unless they are thermally excited into states above the mobility edge [117]. (It is interesting to note that the Urbach parameter for that material given in reference 117 is $E_0 \sim 30-40$ meV, which is the same order of magnitude as the value we obtained for Mg-doped GaN.) In the amorphous semiconductors, it is common to discuss the “mobility gap” (i.e., the energy separation between the mobility edges for electrons and holes) instead of the “band-gap”, since it is the important energy gap for charge transport [118].

In analogy with amorphous semiconductors, we propose that we are observing a similar mobility gap in Mg-doped $p$-type GaN, with this gap occurring around 2.8 eV. Photoexcited electron-hole pairs with energies less than 2.8 eV are localized, and do not
relax. Emission from such carriers takes place from the same DAP which is optically excited and behaves like Raman scattering with 180 meV phonons. Carriers excited into two-particle states with energies greater than 2.8 eV are delocalized, and may relax some of their energy via hopping into lower energy DAPs. Observed emission in that case takes place from DAPs that are different (lower in energy) from the ones originally optically excited, and is PL-like. As a result, we observe the increased peak shift between excitation and emission, which depends on excitation energy.

3.4.4 Slope of $E_{em}$ vs. $E_{ex}$ for $E_{ex} > 2.8$ eV

The energy relaxation between DAPs is difficult to quantify, and hence we have not been able to find a quantitative theory to explain the observed slope of ~ 0.57, relating the emission energy to the excitation energy in the $E_{ex} > 2.8$ eV regime. As a qualitative explanation of why this slope deviates from the two expected cases of either a slope of unity or a slope of zero, we reiterate the notion stated in section 3.4.3, that the emission in this regime is PL-like, in that the carriers relax before recombination. In PL, carriers normally relax to a state at a particular energy, typically with a lifetime dominated by radiative recombination. As a result, the PL emission is normally constant and independent of the excitation energy. We believe the blue-shift in emission with respect to excitation energy observed in our experiments is related to the increasing number of carriers present at higher excitation energies, due to the exponential absorption edge.

In a DAP transition, as mentioned in section 1.2.1, a blue shift in emission with increasing excitation intensity may be observed, with the standard explanation being that
as more carriers are excited, the donors and acceptors involved in recombination tend to be closer to each other, and the Coulomb term in equation (1.3) causes a blue-shift in emission. Although this explains our observed blue-shift, this effect will not predict a simple linear relationship between the emission energy and the excitation photon energy.

We propose that the blue-shift can be explained by combined effects of two mechanisms. This first one is due to the screening of the potential fluctuations. As described in section 1.3.2, two of the quantities which describe the potential fluctuations are a screening radius and an average amplitude of potential variation. When screening of the fluctuations increases due to increased free carrier concentration (for example, when excitation intensity is increased), the screening radius decreases and the amplitude of potential variation decreases. As a result, a blue-shift in the PL emission occurs. This is the reverse of what happens in Figure 1.9 (b), where a red-shift in the PL emission due to increased fluctuations is depicted. In our experiment, the exponential absorption edge means that increasing the photon energy of the excitation laser has the effect of increasing the free carrier concentration. Therefore, higher excitation energies result in more screening of the potential fluctuations. The blue-shift with increasing excitation energy that we observe in the $E_{ex} > 2.8 \text{ eV}$ regime, therefore, has the same origin as the blue-shift with increased excitation intensity seen in materials with strong potential fluctuations.

The second mechanism that can give rise to a blue-shift is band filling. Band filling is a well-known effect whereby the Fermi level of electrons or holes is moved towards the band (CB or VB, respectively) due to the filling up of the lower available states by carriers excited by optical excitation. Normally band filling is a significant
effect only when the free carrier concentration is sufficiently high that the quasi-Fermi levels of the electrons or holes lie within the band, but it is impossible to rule out this effect as a contributor to the blue-shift with excitation energy in our sample.

These two effects are seen in Figure 1-8, which depicts the impurity band of lightly doped and highly compensated semiconductors. Figure 1-8 (a) shows the local density of states, and Figure 1-8 (b) shows the long range potential fluctuations. Each of the two effects (a change in the Fermi level, or a change in the potential fluctuations) may become significant as the number of free carriers increases. The relative strength of the two effects will depend not only on the number of free carriers, but also on the position of the Fermi level. If the Fermi level lies in the tail of the local density of states (as depicted in Figure 1-8 (a)), then the change in the Fermi level with number of carriers will be more significant than if the Fermi level lies near the peak of the density of states.

These effects have been investigated by Kuskovsky et al., by using a fixed excitation energy while changing the excitation intensity ($I$) in heavily N-doped ZnSe [119]. They found a nearly linear dependence of the DAP emission peak position on the log of excitation intensity in heavily doped materials:

$$E_{em} = A \log_{10}(I) + \text{constant}$$

(3.1)

where $E_{em}$ is the energy of the emission peak and $A$ is a constant. Kuskovsky et al. have explained their results via a quantitative model in which the quasi-Fermi level of the minority carriers (in what they have labeled as the “low excitation intensity approximation”) changes in a self-consistent way as a function of screening effects and excitation intensity. Similar linear dependence of the emission peak energy on the logarithm of the excitation intensity has likewise been reported for the BL by at least two
groups: Reschikov et al. [76], and Kaufmann et al. [75]. Their results indicate that the constant $A$ has a value of 57 meV per decade and 82 meV per decade, respectively.

Equation (3.1) is consistent with our own observation of a linear dependence of peak position on excitation energy for $E_{ex} > 2.8$ eV. If we assume that the number of excited carriers ($N$) in the Kuskovsky et al., experiment is proportional to the excitation intensity:

$$N \propto I \quad (3.2)$$

then their result can be expressed as:

$$E_{em} = A \log_{10}(N) + \text{constant} \quad (3.3)$$

From our observed exponential dependence of the BL intensity on the excitation photon energy, $E_{ex}$, we propose that the photoexcited carrier concentration, $N$, in our sample, dependes on $E_{ex}$ as:

$$N = B \exp\left(\frac{E_{ex}}{E_0}\right) \quad (3.4)$$

where $E_0$ is the Urbach parameter and $B$ is a proportionality constant. Thus, our experiment is similar to that of Kuskovsky et al., in that $N$ is varied in both experiments. The experiments are different in that we change $N$ by varying $E_{ex}$ while Kuskovsky et al. vary $I$.

Combining equation (3.4) with equation (3.3), we find:

$$E_{em} = A \log_{10}\left(B \exp\left(\frac{E_{ex}}{E_0}\right)\right) + \text{constant}$$

$$E_{em} = \left(A \log_{10}\left(\frac{e}{E_0}\right)\right) \times E_{ex} + \text{constant} \quad (3.5)$$

This describes a linear dependence of emission energy on excitation energy, such as we observed, with the slope equal to $A \log_{10}(e)/E_0$. The constant $A$ is difficult to compute theoretically for our experimental conditions since it depends on several unknown
material parameters. However, based on our measurement of the slope of 0.57, equation (3.5) predicts a value of $A = 43$ meV per decade. This value is consistent with the value of $A$ for the BL given by Kaufmann et al. [75], and is in good agreement with the value obtained by Reshchikov et al. [76]. Thus, we consider this as evidence that the observed peak position change for $E_{ex} > 2.8$ eV can be explained by the increased number of carriers within our potential fluctuation model.

3.4.4 Temperature Dependence

Within our model, it is not entirely clear what the activation energy obtained from temperature dependent experiments represents, although the small value we obtained ($\sim 20-30$ meV) is suggestive of the involvement of shallow donors rather than deep donors in the selectively excited BL. In the mobility gap model, described in section 3.4.2, the main effect of raising the temperature is to make hopping possible for localized states lying within $k_B T$ of the mobility gap. However, since the activation energies we obtained were for $E_{ex} > 2.8$ eV, we are already mainly exciting the non-localized states; it is thus unclear as to why emission intensity would be seriously affected by the presence of the additional carriers made possible by thermal excitation above the mobility gap.

One possibility is that there are several activation energies, and that our selectively excited temperature dependence experiments may have probed the lower energy ones, while other experiments which have used higher temperatures have been able to probe the higher activation energies. This view is supported by noting that the quenching we observed between 12 K and 300 K, roughly by a factor of 10, is about the same as the quenching observed by groups who measured a much higher activation
energy (as mentioned in section 3.3), despite the fact that our thermal quenching began at 80 - 90 K as opposed to their 250 K [76].

It would also have been interesting to measure activation energies for $E_{ex} < 2.8$ eV (below the mobility gap), to compare with our reported values for $E_{ex} > 2.8$ eV, since a difference would be expected in that case. However, the low signal produced by low excitation energies (due to low absorption), and the low signal seen at higher temperatures (due to thermal quenching) combined to make such measurements impossible.

Other, more “exotic” theories may also be invoked to explain the difference in activation energies between our measurements and those of other groups. One such possibility would be if in the case of above band-gap excitation, the dominant non-radiative recombination centers are saturated. In that case, we would be measuring the activation energy of exciting the carriers from the defects involved in emission, and the larger activation energies measured by other groups might be the energy required to thermally empty the saturated non-radiative centers.

3.5 Conclusion

We have interpreted the results of our selective excitation of the BL in Mg-doped GaN in a model of DAP recombination in the presence of large potential fluctuations, together with a large amount of disorder. The Mg-doped GaN sample we have studied displays certain similarities to amorphous and other highly disordered materials. It exhibits an Urbach tail, having an Urbach parameter of $E_0 = 33$ meV. We propose that a mobility gap exists at 2.8 eV, whereby carriers in defects with energy higher than this gap
are able to transfer to other defects, and carriers in defects with energy lower than this gap are strongly localized. The constant peak shift between excitation and emission for $E_{\text{ex}} < 2.8 \text{ eV}$ (180 meV) was interpreted as a Frank-Condon shift resulting from strong electron-LO phonon interaction. This coupling is responsible for the large width of the BL even after removal of the inhomogeneous broadening by the selective excitation process. The linear dependence of the peak position on $E_{\text{ex}}$ for $E_{\text{ex}} > 2.8 \text{ eV}$ was attributed to either screening or band-filling effects related to the larger number of free carriers present at higher excitation energies. The low activation energies from temperature dependent experiments may be a result of an inability to reach high enough temperatures to probe the activation energies reported by other groups.
Figure Captions for Chapter 3

**Fig. 3-1** Blue luminescence of our Mg-doped GaN sample, excited as normal (above the band-gap) photoluminescence by a HeCd laser at 12 K.

**Fig. 3-2** 12 K normal BL (solid line as in Fig. 3-1, excited at 3.815 eV) compared with a representative 12 K selectively excited BL (broken line, excited at 2.878 eV).

**Fig. 3-3** Representative 12 K selectively excited BL, excited by dye laser energies between 2.687 eV (lower curve) and 2.999 eV (upper curve). The PL is plotted as a function of the difference between emission and excitation energies.

**Fig. 3-4** Summary of 12 K selectively excited BL peak positions (the shift from the excitation energy), plotted as a function of excitation energy. The excitation laser energy was varied from 2.687 to 2.999 eV. The dashed line is a linear fit to data above 2.8 eV. The horizontal solid line and the sloped dotted line are what would be expected for normal Raman and PL behavior, and have been labeled accordingly.

**Fig. 3-5** Summary of the integrated intensity of the 12 K selectively excited BL peaks. The excitation laser was varied from 2.687 to 2.999 eV. The solid line is a linear least-squares fit of the log integrated intensity to the excitation energy. The result of the fit shows \( I \sim \exp(E_e/E_0) \) with \( E_0 = 33 \) meV.
Fig. 3-6  The selectively excited PL (excited at 2.887 eV), for various temperatures between 12 K and 299 K. The PL is plotted on a log$_{10}$ scale as a function of the difference between the emission and excitation energies.

Fig. 3-7  Arrhenius plot for the temperature dependent PL shown in Fig. 3-6 (with $E_{ex} = 2.887$ eV). The activation energy obtained by fitting the temperature dependence of the selectively excited BL to Equation (2-1) is 22 meV. The same activation energy ($\pm$ 3 meV) is obtained for all excitation energies between 2.8 eV and 3.0 eV.

Fig. 3-8  Schematic picture of the model explaining the selectively-excited BL results, incorporating a mobility gap at 2.8 eV. If DAPs with energies above the mobility gap are excited, a transfer of energy to other DAP states (with lower energies) may occur. If DAPs are excited below the mobility gap, recombination at the same DAP (observed with a Frank-Condon shift) will occur. The horizontal lines depict in a rough way the available states. The exponential density of states as a function of energy is plotted on the right hand side.
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Chapter 4: Conclusions

GaN is an interesting material: technologically very useful, but still having many unexplained properties. Two such features are the broad defect-related luminescence bands: the YL of $n$-type GaN and the BL of Mg-doped $p$-type GaN. We have employed selective excitation to investigate these bands.

In the case of the YL, most of the previous evidence has supported a recombination model between distant donors and acceptors, most likely a transition involving a shallow donor to a deep acceptor. Our selective excitation experiments have resolved finer structures within the YL. Our results indicate that the YL in bulk samples is related to the YL in film samples. We suggest that selectively excited YL involves recombination at DAP complexes, rather than between spatially distant DAPs (however other recombination channels, including that of distant DAPs may become significant under other excitation conditions). Characteristics of the DAP complexes within our YL model include (a) an electron localization energy of around 60-70 meV, (b) a localized phonon energy of around 40 meV, and (c) excited states of the complex at 200 and 370 meV above the ground state.

In the case of the BL, the deep defect responsible for the BL is unknown, and there may not even be a deep defect involved. Also in dispute is the role of potential fluctuations in the properties of the BL. Our results have been explain in a model whereby emission is from DAPs, and significant effects are produced by doping-related potential fluctuations and disorder. Characteristics of the our model for the BL include (a) an Urbach tail, having width $E_0 = 33$ meV, (b) a strong electron-LO phonon coupling
occurring with a Frank-Condon shift of ~ 180 meV between excitation and emission, (c) a mobility gap at 2.8 eV, separating highly mobile states and highly localized states, and (d) PL-like behavior for excitation energies larger than 2.8 eV, having a blue-shift with increasing excitation energy caused by the increased number of free carriers in the material.
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